Q1: What were the reasons for choosing Faculty of Kinesiology for your ERASMUS period abroad?
The main reason was because Croatia is a country where sport is much more advanced and people is more
Because I also study Kinesiology in my hometown and this Faculty was one of the best options that we could choose from
Wanted to try a new study experience abroad
Beautiful City and teachers with a lot of experience.
Because the faculty of kinesiology have subjects of which I need in my university.
Split is a beautiful city, with amazing beaches, nice weather and it is well located to visit Croatia and other countries.
The first reason was the weather and the location and the second one was the good coments that I heard about this facu
It was the one with more common things with my hometown faculty
Q2: How did you obtain information about the study programme at Faculty of Kinesiology?
After talking with the Erasmus Coordinator abroad
I heard from my friends and other colleges fro Faculty about Erasmus exchange and then I checked all possibilities where
I asked Erasmus buddy
Home university.
All information about studies I obtain in email.
I obtain information through other Erasmus student's who had been here before.
Through Ana Kezic. She helped us a lot and she sent us all the information that we asked for.
In the internet and asking different people who was studyng there
Q3: What was the quality of this information?
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Q4: How do you evaluate the work of your Erasmus coordinator?
Both of them (Croatian and Spanish) did a very good job, helping us as soon as they could and fixing all our
Really kind and helpful.
Very good
10
Evaluate perfectly!
Amazing! Anna helps us a lot with all the papers of our university and with the subjects of the university. She was always
Incredible. Super effective and nice. It was a pleasure to study in an university with a coordinator like her.
Excellent
Q5: Did classes come up to yours expectations?
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Q6: How do you evaluate the academic quality of the classes at Faculty of Kinesiology?
In my opinion, the classes were not prepared for Erasmus students. Teachers were not ready for teaching
their subject in English, and some of them didn’t show us all they could. Instead, others did really good job
Maybe I missed more from professors, more English classes and more integration into the work or in classes. But in my ca
Classes were well structured and really interesting
8
Very good quality! Professors works very well!
Very good. We only went to the practical classes because the theoretical were in Croatia, and they were well prepared an
Very good. Teachers were so kind and make our lessons more enjoyable for us by talking in english. They were super nice
Very good
Q7: Which courses did you like the most and why would you recommend them to the other students?

Kinesiology: it’s a subject that I never heard about, and you learned a lot about therapeutical aspects of
I really liked Kinesiotherapy, dance and group recreation. Because of good professors and doing a lot of practical work.
Biomechanics, physical exercising fitness and health.
Gymnastycs (it was new for me, and it was really interesting) and Outdoor sports (rowing, sailing, cannoying...)
Human Resource, because It's really interesting for peoples who's interested in sport field.
Theory and methods of the olympic racket sports for the contents and for the teacher. Beach volley and sailing are intere
I can't choose just one. All were fantastic. Maybe the best one was racket sports because of the teacher (Goran) and the s
Nature sport and sailing. Because you learn different sport and you also enjoy them
Q8: Did you have any special problems during your stay at Faculty of Kinesiology?
No
No
No
Not, just a litlle bit with the language.
No
I have to change one subject because it was in Croatian and it was impossible for me to follow the subject.
No. It was perfect. Maybe it could be find to have more communication with my local university in order to know before
No
Q9: Did Faculty of Kinesiology fulfil your expectations?
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Q10: Please summarize your general experience of studying at Faculty of Kinesiology in 4-5 sentences (give
It was a really nice experience, where I learned how to live alone, do my own staff and learn how to deal
with responsabilities. In the other hand, I didn’t learn as much achademical aspects as I would like to. I think

I had good experience with this Faculty, all are really nice and helpful. Maybe sometimes you don’t get so
many information or you get them late, but at the end everything it’s okay. I wish that it would be more
integration of Erasmus students and Croatian students and of course also with professors. But all students
My study at Faculty of Kinesiology was amazing, many practical classes were you can apply what you have studied in theo
Really nice teacher and nice classmates, it was a great opportunity to meet another culture and another way to understan
I spend a really really good time in the Faculty of Kinesiology and it was an unique experience. I learn a lot of
things about different sports, about how to teach and play them. I would repeat the experience for sure.
5. People, weather, univeristy and the country are amazing. I couldn't be better.
I think ir has been one of the bestia experiencia of my life and i really recommend it
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ersity. She was always there when we need her.
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in classes. But in my case that language wasn’t problem it was okay.
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other way to understand the world of the sport.

